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ABSTRACT 

PREDICTION OF KINEMATIC VISCOSITY AND DENSITY OF DIESEL 

FUEL FROM PHYSICAL PROPERTIES BY ARTIFICAL NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

 

Aymen Abdulqader Abbas Al Obaidi 

 
M.S., Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry 

 
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Hakan KAYI 

Co-Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Nesrin E. MACHIN 

 

January 2020, 64 Pages 

 

 

In this study, the first purpose is to predict the kinematic viscosity and density of 

diesel fuel from the physical properties of it by employing artificial neural network 

modeling approach to be able to save time and money spent on experimental studies, 

and the next one is to ascertain a simple formula to kinematic viscosity and density. 

The experimental data for diesel fuel utilized throughout this study is taken directly from 

the North Oil Company in Iraq, hence the original and unique source of data has been 

used. In daily routine, every truck holding diesel needs to be monitored, and density and 

viscosity measurements need to be performed. Nonlinear autoregressive neural networks 

with external input (NARX) and a typical feedforward neural network with 

backpropagation algorithm (NN) are used in the prediction of kinematic viscosity and 

density. Evaluation of the obtained results indicated promising performance for these 

networks. In the prediction of the density values, NARX type neural network performed 

better than NN, and for the prediction of kinematic viscosity values NN performed 

superior to NARX. In addition, multiple linear regression (MLR) methodology is 

employed and the coefficients of the five independent variables for the first order linear 

equations are obtained for kinematic viscosity and density. 

Keywords:  diesel fuel, viscosity, density, prediction, artificial neural networks                                                     
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ÖZ … 

YAPAY SİNİR AĞLARI İLE DİZEL YAKITIN FİZİKSEL 

ÖZELLİKLERDEN KİNEMATİK VİSKOZİTE VE YOĞUNLUĞUNUN 

TAHMİNİ 

 

Aymen Abdulqader Al Obaidi 

 
Yüksek Lisans, Kimya Mühendisliği ve Uygulamalı Kimya 

 

Tez Danışmanı: Doç. Dr. Hakan KAYI 

Tez Eşdanışmanı: Doç. Dr. Nesrin E. MACHIN 

Ocak 2020, 64 Sayfa  

 

Bu çalışmada, ilk amaç deneysel analizde harcanan zaman ve maliyeti azaltabilmek 

için yapay sinir ağı modeli kullanarak dizel yakıtın kinematic viskozitesini ve 

yoğunluğunu fiziksel özelliklerinden tahmin etmektir. Sonraki amaç ise, kinematic 

viskozite ve yoğunluğa basit bir formül atamaktır. 

Bu çalışmada kullanılan dizel yakıt için deneysel veriler doğrudan Irak'taki Kuzey 

Petrol Şirketi'nden elde edilmiştir, bu nedenle orijinal ve benzersiz bir veri kaynağı 

kullanılmıştır. Günlük rutinde, dizel taşıyan her tankerin izlenmesi, yoğunluk ve 

viskozite ölçümlerinin yapılması gerekmektedir. 

Kınematık viskozite ve yoğunluk tahmininde, harici girişli doğrusal olmayan 

otoregresif (NARX) ve tipik ileri beslemeli geri yayinimli (NN) sinir ağları 

kullanılmıştır. Elde edilen sonuçlar değerlendirildiğinde, bu ağların iyi bir 

performans gösterdiği görülmüştür. Yoğunluk değerlerinin tahmininde, NARX tipi 

sinir ağı NN'den daha iyi bir performans göstermişken kinematik viskozite 

değerlerinin tahmini için NN, NARX'tan daha üstün bir performans göstermiştir.  

İlave olarak, çoklu lineer regresyon (MLR) metodolojisi kullanılmış, kinematic 

viskozite ve yoğunluk için birinci dereceden lineer denklemler için beş bağımsız 

değişkenin katsayıları elde edilmiştir 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: dizel yakıt, viskozite, yoğunluk, tahmin, yapay sinir ağları  
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CHAPTER 1 

1. CHAPTER 1     

    INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Diesel Fuel  

Diesel is a combustible liquid that can be used to operate diesel engines. 

 Diesel can be obtained from crude oil. Diesel fuel produces more energy if 

compared to gasoline. 

Diesel fuel needs less repetition than gasoline. There are many grades of diesel fuel 

(light, medium and heavy), each of which is used for a special type of engine. The 

performance standards are based on the number of cetans. 

There are many types of diesel fuel such as industrial diesel, which is obtained from 

natural gas, and biodiesel, which is obtained from the oil plants [1]. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Diesel streams in modern refinery [2] 
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1.2 Uses of diesel fuel: 

1.2.1 Vehicles 

As per the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), diesel-controlled vehicles 

produce 20 to 40 percent preferred efficiency over gas-fueled models. Likewise, 

diesel represents a less at danger of flame during an accident and produces less 

emanation than gas. Diminished outflows help to eliminate any pollution; 

furthermore, they moderate the ecological impacts of an Earth-wide temperature 

boost. Numerous business vehicles keep running on diesel, as well as the vast 

majority of the country's school transports and open travel vehicles [2]. 

 

 

 

1.2.2 Heavy Equipment 

More than 66% of the homestead gear in the U.S. keeps running on diesel.  Diesel-

powered machines help ranches produce nourishment and oversee extensive bundles 

of land more viably. Likewise, numerous kinds of development gear depend on 

diesel, both in regards to its improved effectiveness and its capacity to control 

hardcore machines. A gallon of diesel oil gives up to 30 percent more vitality than a 

gallon of gas, according to the EIA, enabling diesel to control huge machines like 

excavators more successfully [2]. 

  

 

1.2.3 Power Generation 

Power produced by diesel generators could be utilized to control lights, gear or 

different frameworks. Numerous associations and organizations depend on this type 

of power generators for back-up power amid blackouts. These ones likewise assume 

an essential job between crises, when they keep clinics and other indispensable 

offices running [2]. 
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1.2.4 Military Operations 

Generally, military activities depend on diesel fuel to control trucks, tanks and 

different vehicles. Diesel is less combustible and more averse to detonate than a 

customary gas. Utilizing diesel fuel in those vehicles shields soldiers and staff from 

damage, and diminishes the hazard and force of flame or blasts in battle. 

Additionally, diesel-controlled vehicles offer an abnormal state of dependability and 

are not as subject to slowing down as a gas fueled vessel [2]. 

 

 

1.3 Hydrocarbons 

Hydrocarbons are accumulated by refining oil at refineries.  

A hydrocarbon is any concocted aggregate that consists of carbon and hydrogen. 

Every hydrocarbon particle incorporates a carbon spine, or "carbon skeleton," with 

hydrogen molecules connected to that spine.  

Hydrocarbons are among the world's most critical regular assets. They are now 

considered the primary wellspring of the world's electric vitality and warmth vitality 

since they produce a lot of warmth when consumed. The gas that fills in as fuel for 

cars comprises fundamentally of hydrocarbons. Moreover, numerous hydrocarbons 

fill in as base materials for the amalgamation of synthetic compounds utilized in the 

generation of buyer items and mechanical materials[3].  

 

1.3.1 Types of Hydrocarbons  

There are basically three kinds of hydrocarbons: First, saturated hydrocarbons, 

otherwise called alkanes: in every particle of an alkane, the substance bonds that join 

the carbon atoms are single covalent bonds. When the alkane particle incorporates a 

ring of carbon atoms, it is known as a cycloalkane. Unsaturated hydrocarbons, which 

are subdivided into two gatherings:  

Alkenes: every particle of an alkene contains no less than a double covalent bond 

between carbon atoms.  

Aromatic hydrocarbons, or arenas: carbon atoms form a circle and between these 

atoms in the circle there are single bonds and pi electrons.  
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At the point when natural mixes are considered in total, saturated hydrocarbons are 

put in the class of  aliphatic mixes, while unsaturated hydrocarbons are classed as 

aromatic  [3]. 

 

 

1.3.2 General Chemical Formulas  

On the off chance that a hydrocarbon particle contains "n" carbon atoms, and the 

kind of hydrocarbon is known, its general compound content can be composed as 

following:  

•Alkane: CnH2n+2.  

•Cycloalkane: CnH2n (all the carbon atoms in the ring structure).  

•Alkene: CnH2n (double bond in every carbon atom).  

•Alkyne: CnH2n-2 (triple bond in every carbon atom).  

•Aromatic ring: CnHn.  

•The above synthetic recipes depend on the presumption that every carbon atom has 

four covalent bonds, incorporating bonds with hydrogen atoms and other carbon 

particles. A double covalent bond considers two bonds; a triple covalent bond 

considers three bonds. A carbon particle in a aromatic ring is an exceptional case and 

can have just a single hydrogen atom connected to it [3]. 

 

1.3.3 Paraffin  

Paraffin’s are also called alkanes and have the general equation of CnH2n+2, where n is 

the quantity of carbon particles in a given molecule. Paraffin’s are partitioned into 

two gatherings of ordinary and isoparaffins. Ordinary paraffin’s or typical alkanes 

are just composed as n-paraffin’s or n-alkanes, and they are open, straight-chain 

soaked hydrocarbons. The second gathering of paraffin’s is called isoparaffins, 

which are an extended sort of hydrocarbons, and they start with isobutene (also 

called methyl propane), which has indistinguishable closed equation from n-butane 

(C4H10). Mixes of various structures with the equivalent closed equation are called 

isomers. For instance, the open equation for n-butane, n-C4, can appear as CH3-

CH2-CH2-CH3, in view of the quadrivalency of the carbon molecule, and for 

effortlessness, only the carbon-carbon bonds are drawn and most C-H bonds are 
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excluded. Paraffin’s are the biggest arrangement of hydrocarbons found in oil and 

start with the most straightforward compound, methane [4]. 

 

1.3.4 Naphthenic 

Naphthenic could be characterized as a class of cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons that we 

get from oil. The general equation of the naphthenic is CnH2n. These mixes could be 

represented by acquiring at least one ring of soaked carbon atom. Naphthenic are 

urgent segment of fluid oil refinery items. The majority of the heavier breaking point 

complex deposits are cycloalkanes. We can express that naphthenic raw petroleum is 

more promptly changed over into fuel than paraffin-rich crudes [5]. 

 

1.3.5 Olefins 

Also called alkenes, a compound made up of hydrogen and carbon that contains at 

least of one set of carbon atoms connected by a double bond. They are type of 

unsaturated hydrocarbons containing just hydrogen and carbon atoms and one double 

or triple bond around the carbon atoms in addition to sigma bonds). They are 

arranged to be, the first, cyclic and non-cyclic (aliphatic) olefins, where between 

carbon atoms there is double bond situated and shaping piece of a cyclic or open-

chain structure, separately; and the second, monoolefins, diolefins, and so forth., 

where the quantity of double bond per atom is, individually, one, two, or other 

different number [6]. 

 

1.3.6 Aromatics 

Aromaticity is a chemical property in which a conjugated ring of unsaturated 

securities, solitary combines, or void orbitals display an adjustment more stable than 

normal by the adjustment of conjugation alone.in addition, it can be viewed as an 

example of cyclic delocalization and of reverberation. 

This is typically viewed when electrons are allowed to rotate around game plans of 

molecules, which are single-and doubly single attached to each other. These bonds 

might be viewed as a cross between a single bond. For example, benzene that was 

shaped from a six-membered carbon ring with rotating single and double bonds 
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(cyclohexatriene). Benzene is a steadier particle than normal without representing 

charge delocalization.  

Huge numbers of the most common known instances of sweet-smelling mixes, such 

as benzene and toluene, have unmistakable attractive scents. This property prompted 

the expression "fragrant" for this class of mixes, and henceforth  "aromaticity" being 

the inevitable  electronic property of them [3]. 

 

1.4 Diesel and Properties  

Diesel is denser than gasoline. It is oilier and has an unexpected scent in comparison 

to gasoline. At filling stations, diesel siphons are plainly stamped. Diesel fuel 

compartments must be hued yellow, though gasoline arrives in a red holder. On a 

similar note, lamp fuel arrives in a blue holder. At the molecular level, gasoline and 

diesel are extraordinary. The substance arrangement for gasoline is regularly C9H20, 

although diesel is frequently C14H30. These are only a couple of ways diesel is 

particular from other raw petroleum powers [7].  

Figure 1.6 shows a commonplace carbon number conveyance for No. 2-D diesel fuel 

demonstrates an average refining profile. Diesel fuel is a blend of a large number of 

individual mixes, most of which are with carbon numbers somewhere in the range of 

10 to 22. A big portion of mixes are individuals from the paraffinic, aromatic or 

naphthenic class of hydrocarbons; each class has diverse compounds and has 

different physical properties. Distinctive relative extents of the three classes are one 

of the elements that make each diesel fuel extraordinary from another. Properties of 

the three classes impact the properties of the entire fuel and influence its presentation 

in a diesel engine. 
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Figure 1.2 Mass percent vs. carbon number in diesel fuel [8] 

 

1.5 Diesel Fuel Parameters  

The ingredient of diesel fuel is hydrocarbon chains, specifically unsaturated (olefin), 

filled hydrocarbons, and aromatic chains that include from 10-19 carbon atoms, with 

a effervescence point range [9]. 

 

The followings are the main parameters that are subject to diesel fuel specifications 

in terms of engine performance or emissions: 

 

 

 

1. Density 

2. Sulfur content 

3. Distillation residue 

4. Kinematic viscosity 

5. Distillation end point 

6. Water content 
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1.5.1  Density  

The correct method for determining density ASTM D405 and API attractiveness of 

liquid petroleum products and crude oil is by means of a liquid density meter. This is 

done by putting a sample of fuel into cylindrical containers. Then we reduce the 

liquid scale in the cylinder and leave it to be constant under a certain temperature 

after that. The density and temperature results are recorded and the gravitational 

grade must also be stated by the following equation:[10].  

 

Specific gravity = 141.5 / (131.5 + API)      (at 15°C) 

 

1.5.2 Sulfur Content 

The new minimal effort Rigaku NEX QC seat top EDXRF conveys consistence with 

the ASTM D4294 sulfur method with a simple to-learn programming interface in a 

strong bundle explicitly intended for the petroleum business. Improved for routine 

assurance of sulfur in petroleum, including crudes, heavies, fortification fuel and for 

redesigning activities, the instrument includes an instinctive and present day "symbol 

driven" contact screen, cell phone style interface for simple task and an implicit 

warm printer for comfort [11]. 

 

1.5.3 Distillation 

The difference in the boiling point is the proper way to separate liquid mixtures by 

distillation. The best use of distillation is by repeating the crude oil and dividing it 

into (naphtha, kerosene and gas oil) by changing the oil into a mixture where it is 

used by the plastic industry. In refineries, oil is distilled into liquid parts with 

different ranges for all points and then treated. 

The point at which we can heat the crude oil in the heating device is when the 

mixture can be kept as  steam and then is switch od to the retail tower, which  

ensures a close mix of the anti-slip and the digs of the accumulation and rising steam 

as a result of  this close contact [12]. 
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1.5.4 Viscosity 

An important characteristic of liquids is viscosity which can be known shear flow.as, 

The shear flow is the most common due to relative fluid movement. [13].  

 

 

1.5.5 Water content 

Hydrogel molecules were accustomed scale back or take away water content from 

biodiesel. Treatment of hydrolyzed biodiesel has reduced water content to fifty-two. 

3% from 2200 ppm and reduced soluble water content to 49.1%. For diesel fuel, 

water was eighty.3% and saturated diesel was concerning 32.1% supported all results 

obtained that new water gels containing completely different monomers are collected 

and tested for their ability to get rid of water from fuel. The previous tests for variety 

of liquid fuels like jet fuel and gasoline [14]. 

 

 

1.6 Neural Networks  

A neural network may be considered as a parallel processor that consists of 

straightforward process units and has the flexibility to store experimental data and 

may then be used as its work is comparable to the work of the human brain. 

 An artificial neural networks (ANN) are defined to be the systems that use neuron 

system, like the human brain does, as a basis for processing data, because the 

artificial neural network learns in the same method as the human brain  [15]. 

 

1.6.1 Artificial Neuron Model  

Biological neurons have multiple and important functions. Neurons receive 

information from multiple sources and then process them and then get the 

result in the end. [15]. 
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1.6.2 Artificial Network Architecture  

Main processing elements in an artificial neural network are the artificial neurons. In 

an ANN, the following layers are built by the interconnected neurons. 

 

• Input layer. 

• Hidden layer 

• Output layer [15]. 

 

 

 

1.6.3 Feedforward Neural Network  

Neural network encouraging starts with the info procedure, similarly as with 

numerous different sorts of neural systems. The input layer can be associated with a 

hidden layer and then to the output layer. Regardless of the fact whether the input 

layer is associated with the hidden layer or not, it is anything but difficult to interface 

with another hidden layer after the output layer. For whatever length of time, there is 

at least one hidden layer or output layer, and there can be any measure of hidden 

layers. Most neural networks have one hidden layer, and it seldom happens that the 

neural network has two hidden layers or more [16]. 

 

 
Figure 1.3 Feedforward neural network model with one hidden layer 
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1.6.4 The Backpropagation Algorithm  

Backpropagation algorithm is a type of the learning algorithms of network training. 

The weight matrix begins with random values. The output is then detected by the 

application of data entered into the network. Feedforward is the name given to this 

stage. In the backpropagation, which is the next step, the error is calculated from 

each neuron in the backward direction.  

In terms of training, there are two values that need to be take into consideration when 

the error rate is completed. First, one must calculate the error for each element of the 

training group during its progress. Second, the total errors of all elements of the 

training group should be calculated along each sample [17]. 

 

 

The steps for back propagation are as follows:  

1. Start the weight’s matrix with arbitrary values. 

2. Obtain the predicted the output value for the given input (feed forward). 

3. Calculate errors of the output layer from the output neurons. 

4. Calculate errors of the weight between the output and the hidden layer 

(backpropagation). 

5. For the weights between input layer and hidden layer calculate the errors 

(back propagation). 

6. Taking into account of the calculated errors, revise the weights. 

7. Until the minimum error is reached, replicate steps 2 up to 6 (based on 

defined conditions) [17] 

 

1.7 Thesis Objectives and Problem Statement  

The goal of this study is to predict the kinematic viscosity and density of diesel fuel 

from its physical properties to be able to save time and to minimize the cost of 

experimental analysis of those properties. The experimental determination of the 

viscosity and density of diesel is expensive, exhausting and an overwhelming 

procedure. The source of the data used in this study is the North Oil Company of 

Iraq. The artificial neural network is taken into account as a way for predicting the 

viscosity and density of fuel from the physical properties. In addition, it's aimed to 
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seek out a straightforward equation for kinematic viscosity and density per the fuel 

sample tests performed within the science laboratory. 

The initial research problem is how to predict the viscosity and density by using a 

fuel analyzer that facilitates the process.  

The second research issue is the way to predict the viscosity and density by using 

physical properties. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Diesel engines have a critical incentive for particularly the transportation business. In 

addition, fume emanations began from diesel engines extensively increment the 

natural contamination simply like the discharges from gasoline engines do. The life 

of diesel engines relies upon the support of powers which are utilized as vital sources 

and of outflows that are satisfactory.  

 

The outcomes demonstrate that the ANN is a superior decision for this specific 

framework. The prediction and trial estimations of the properties have little mistake 

if an occurrence of artificial neural network should arise and it gives a superior 

estimation of said properties than measurable procedure (guideline of least squares). 

It seems that the neural network (2-7-4) alongside Levernberg - Marquardt 

calculation can be a superior decision over guideline of least squares analysis for 

predicting the above-said physical properties of different blends of those fuels.  

In another study of Kumar and Bansal [17], soybean oil was trans esterified with 

methanol within the scope of antacid impetus to produce methyl esters regularly 

known as biodiesel. Biodiesel and diesel mixes were arranged and tried in a research 

center for blaze point, flash point and viscosity. Seven neural network models, three 

preparing calculations alongside ten distinct arrangements of weight and inclinations 

were analyzed to predict the previously mentioned properties of diesel and bio diesel 

mixes. The most appropriate neural network and calculation were chosen and further 

updated to improve execution by utilizing early ceasing strategy. The outcomes 

demonstrated that the neural network having a design 2-7-4 with Levernberg-

Marquardt calculation gave the best gauge for the properties of diesel-bio diesel 

mixes. The updated NN7 having a design 2-7-4 with Levernberg-Marquardt 

calculation gives a general mean square of 0.92 in the forecast of properties of diesel 
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and bio diesel mixes, which can be considered relatedly little and worthless. Further, 

it is obvious from figure 2, 3, 4 and 5 that the prediction and exploratory estimations 

of the properties also have relatively little mistake. Consequently, it tends to be 

assumed that the neural network (2-7-4) alongside Lederberg-Marquardt calculation 

can be depended upon to predict the above-said properties of mixes of diesel and bio 

diesel. In any case, it is prescribed that the neural network ought to be obtained to 

predict alternate properties of the diesel and bio diesel mixes by cetane number, pour 

point, cloud point.  

In the paper of Kassem et al [18], a test database of kinematic viscosity of biodiesel 

was utilized for creating  models, where the information factors in the system were 

the temperature, the quantity of carbon  and the quantity of hydrogen molecules of 

the arrangement of methyl esters were considered as info factors on the ANFIS and 

ANN. In addition, the models are separated into immersed and unsaturated The 

model outcomes were contrasted as well as exploratory ones for deciding the 

exactness of the ANFIS and ANN expectations. The created model delivered 

unexpected results and was observed to be valuable for anticipating the viscosity of 

bio diesel mixes with a predetermined amount of accessible information. In addition, 

the outcomes propose that the ANFIS approach can be utilized effectively to foresee 

the kinematic consistency of bio diesel mixes at different volume parts and 

temperature contrasted with ANN approach. The Matlab2018 programming was 

utilized for the versatile neuro-fuzzy derivation framework (ANFIS) and counterfeit 

neural network (ANN) approaches.  

Examination of the ANFIS and ANN expectations and the trial results showed that 

the two models give great quality forecasts regarding input factors. The outcomes 

affirmed that the ANFIS approach was progressively powerful and precise in 

anticipating the estimations of kinematic consistency of bio diesel mixes contrasted 

with the ANN. 

 

In a study of Yang et al. [19], a neural network approach was then taken to 

correspond fuel properties, for example, density, aniline point, cloud point, 

consistency, refractive list, sub-atomic weight and cetane number with concoction 

syntheses. This work shows the fundamental outcomes with relation thickness and 
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cetane number to the hydrocarbon pieces of diesel power given by the total of 

PIONA and GC-FIMS results.  

The neural network connection could predict the cetane number with mean total error 

lower than the furthest reproducibility reaches of the ASTM engine test strategy. In 

any case, further exertion is expected to increase a superior relationship for density 

expectation. Our outcomes additionally demonstrated that fundamentally better 

neural network connections were gotten utilizing hydrocarbon pieces from GC-FIMS 

+ PIONA and an expansive database. 

In the study of Kumar et al. [20], a block of seven neural network models, three 

preparing calculations along with ten unique arrangements of weight and inclinations 

were analyzed to pick the best artificial neural network model to obtain the physical 

properties (volume percentage of diesel-biodiesel, flash point, fire point, viscosity, 

density) of diesel-biodiesel blends. The execution of both of the conventional direct 

relapse and ANN procedures were then contrasted to check their legitimacy and to 

foresee the properties of different blends of diesel and biodiesel. 

In the study of Nematizade et al [21], with 10 hidden neurons the Levenberg-

Marquardt training algorithm has been run and it yield best prediction for the 

parameters, including: water and sediment, density, kinematic viscosity and dynamic 

viscosity. MATLAB 2018 was utilized to analyses the outcomes of ANN. At first, 

different networks with a variable number of layers that are logical in system volume 

were utilized for displaying input information.  

A good ANN-prediction was obtained as indicated by a relapse of 0.96448. 

Furthermore, the relapse for every one of the trial parameters was near this network 

can be foresee precisely the water and sediment, density, kinematic viscosity and 

dynamic viscosity. 

 

In the study of Kassem et al. [22] density and kinematic viscosity information of 

various bio diesel mix tests at various temperatures and volume pro portion of bio 

diesel were accumulated. A sum of 900 and 520 test focuses for kinematic 

consistency and viscosity, separately, were acquired from different logical 

distributions. The advancement of the proposed methodologies was executed. In the 

initial step, the test estimation information was isolated into information 
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(autonomous factors, including temperature and volume pro portion of bio diesel and 

yield information (subordinate variable in term of kinematic consistency and 

viscosity). In this manner, distinctive methodologies (ANFIS and ANN) were 

proposed to depict the conduct of the kinematic density and viscosity as an element 

of temperature and volume part of bio diesel. For this situation, the database was 

arbitrarily partitioned into three with 60% to preparing, 20% to testing and 20% to 

checking or approval. The temperature and volume pro portion of bio diesel were 

considered as info factors on ANFIS and ANN. Since the info factors and yield 

factors on the ANFIS and ANN have diverse greatness, a standardization of required.  

The kinematic viscosity of bio diesel mixes was assessed taking into account an 

information layer with two autonomous factors (temperature and volume pro portion 

of biodiesel) eight neurons in the four shrouded layer, whereas one reaction variable 

in the yield layer (kinematic consistency), which made a design of 2: 4: 1 as in 

Figure 12. Around 60% of the exploratory information was utilized for preparing and 

20% for approval, while the remaining 20% was held for testing. The test 

information was standardized for improving the execution of the system. The back 

spread calculation was utilized for preparing the ANN show.  

The ANFIS and ANN strategies utilized the temperature and bio diesel pro portion as 

data sources and the density and kinematic consistency of bio diesel mixes were 

yielded. Results show that the proposed ANFIS technique can predict the most exact 

bio diesel densities and kinematic viscosities with the general R2 of 0.95 in contrast 

to the other approaches. 

 

In the study of Shukri et al. [23] an ANN demonstration was created dependent on 

the Leven Berg-Marquardt calculation for the motor. Strategic actuation was utilized 

for mapping the information and yield parameters. It was seen that the ANN model 

could foresee, warm productivity, and volume, separately. The prediction MSE 

blunder was between the ideal yields, as were the deliberate and simulated values. 

Long term impacts on motor execution when running on biodiesel fuel can be 

additionally considered and improved.  

It was seen that the ANN models can predict the motor execution greatly, with 

relationship coefficients (R) of 0.999894 and 0.96233 for the in-chamber weight and 
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warm effectiveness, separately. The expectation MSE blunder was between the ideal 

yields, as were the deliberate and simulated values were gotten as 0.0001 by the 

model. 

 

In the study of Kannan et al. [24],  they investigated the effect of injection pressure 

and timing on the combustion and emission properties of a diesel engine running 

with biodiesel by using artificial neural networks. They used a network model with 

backpropagation learning algorithm and network was consisting of two hidden 

layers. 11 hidden neurons in hidden layers gave the best performance for the 

predicted parameters.  

 

Jahirula et al. [25] utilized the artificial neural networks for prediction of bio diesel 

consistency from its synthetic arrangements, demonstrates that the networks can be 

utilized as an elective path for anticipating kinematic viscosity of bio diesel at 

various temperature conditions. The supreme division of (R2), (RMS) and maximum 

average error percentage (MAEP) was values were discovered 0.977, 0.357 CST and 

5.17% separately which is inside an adequate scope of accuracy. 

 

Balabin et al. [26] mentioned that as alternative fuels, ethanol and biodiesel use 

increased in recent years. Biodiesel quality is measured with 25 parameters, but the 

analyses of these parameters are time-consuming and expensive. In their study, they 

prepared different models, such as multiple linear regression, partial least squares 

regression, artificial neural networks, to predict biodiesel quality parameters from the 

near-IR spectra data. Four crucial biodiesel properties, water content, density (at 

15 °C), methanol content and kinematic viscosity (at 40 °C) were considered in the 

building of the model.  It was found out that ANN model gave superior to the other 

methods used in the study.   

 

Agarwal et al. [27]  pointed out that biodiesel is  now the most broadly 

acknowledged elective fuel for diesel motors. The unsaturated fat creation of 

vegetable oils influences the biodiesel fuel properties, for example, thickness, streak 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016236110006538#!
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Agarwal%2C+Madhu
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point, cloud point, iodine value, fire point etc. In their study, they obtained the 

biodiesel from various vegetable oils and tried to predict physical properties. 

Artificial neural networks with 6-4-1 and 6-5-1 design were utilized. The outcomes 

demonstrated that the network model being developed was accurately able to predict 

the biodiesel properties.   

 

2.2 Summary 

Artificial neural networks have important functions. They receive information from 

multiple sources and then process them and then get the result in the end. 

Viscosity and density are the most critical properties of fuel diesel as a result of its 

significant impact on the motor execution. 

In all above studies, in general, ANN methodology may reduce the time and the cost 

of analyses. Results can be obtained without being analyzed in the laboratory by 

using this method, in terms of findings, the obtained results were good in all above 

studies, in general, when regression results are equal to one, means that closer 

relationship and when mean square error equal to zero, means that there is no error. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This part of the study is divided into two sections. Laboratory studies to measure the 

physical properties of diesel fuel was summarized in the first section, and the ANN 

methodology used in the prediction of density and kinematic viscosity was given in 

the second section. The Figure 3.1 explains the procedure of sampling method, where 

the sample is taken from the truck that brings fuel to the plant. The case study 

approach is used by many fuel devices to get more information of the results. 

 

 Physical properties of fuels are employed by a number of researchers to predict the 

density and viscosity as a function of different parameters. For this reason, in our 

study, the following parameters, sulfur content, water content, distillation end point, 

distillation residue, kinematic viscosity and density are used for the fuel samples 

originally obtained from the North Oil Company, Iraq. Hence a unique and original 

source of fuel is used in this study. 

 

After the measurements of the physical properties of diesel fuel samples, an ANN 

model has been utilized for the prediction of the density and viscosity of the diesel 

fuel with the help of network training, validation and test procedure using MATLAB 

software package.  
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                                                                                                         To the second stage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the methodology used 

Unloading power station we are take diesel from trucks 

In the fuel laboratory we divided the sample 

Density meter 

Viscosity tester 

X-Ray sulfur meter 

Distillation unit 

tester 

Water content 

Result of sample 
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3.2 Automatic Kinematic Viscosity Device  

 Use this system to reach the font size by measuring the performance level 

3.2.1 Steps of the Experimental Work for Automatic Kinematic Viscosity 

Measurement 

According the ASTM D445, the automatic kinematic viscosity will be operated, 

which is supposed to improve its strength for the purpose of measuring viscosity and 

measuring the temperature expected. 

Then we carry out the process of charging and operating the solvents which will 

appear on the screen of the device. 

About 15 ml of diesel fuel is placed in a viscosity measuring tube. Note that there is 

a flow pipe inbuilt in flow the side of the sample tank. We operate the device and 

then the device automatically a set of tests prior to the test and we soak and modify 

the optical sensors in the device the device starts by pumping the specimen in it. 

Next, the sample starts to pass through the tube to the test lamp. Then the sample 

passes through the first optical probe located in the lower light bulb. The flow begins 

and stops when the sample passes through the second optical sensor. 

We perform similar measurements when the sample goes through the second bulb 

and when the sample passes the upper viscometers bulb stops the timer and then we 

calculate the results. 

When we have finish the test and learned the results, we absorb the remaining sample 

through the viscosity tube and we do the cleaning process. Then we dispense the 

solvents in the cleaning through the solvent replacement cover according to the 

required sequence and then the last until the device is clean we dry the viscosity. 
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Figure 3.2 Viscosity tester 

 

 

3.3 Density Model (DMA
TM

) 

A device can be used at all times as it measures the density and concentration of the 

sample to be worked on. The device measures only A2 ml of few samples. As this 

device saves a lot of time without the need to take the sample to the laboratory, as it 

can be used in the air and the device bears shocks and spills. Another advantage of 

the device is the measurement of flammable chemicals or samples. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Density instrument 
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3.3.1  The Steps of the Experimental Work for Density Measurement 

The metal device arm is placed in the test sample as far as possible. We slowly pull 

the device out of the pump. We then use the table (heat) - (density) and we shift the 

density of the temperature in the news to a temperature of 16 ° c. 

3.4 X-ray Sulfur Meter 

This test estimates fast and exact of the all-out sulfur in petroleum and petroleum 

based commodities. It should be noted that the nature of petroleum based goods is 

straightforwardly identified with the measure of sulfur present, as learning of the 

measure of sulfur is fundamental for the motivations behind treatment. Likewise, it 

should be noted that the examination time takes from one moment to five minutes. 

3.4.1 Tools Required for Use: 

1- Teflon. 

2- Mylar film used only once. 

3- The amount of diesel is 2-3 ml. 

3.4.2 Steps of the Experimental Work for Sulfur Content Measuring 

We put a cell which contains a sample of diesel and prepared using Teflon and Mylar 

film and then we put 2-3 ml inside the film Mylar. 

We turn off the device and then turn on the device. 

A port can be used RS 232c to obtain the desired results. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 X-ray sulfur instrument RX-630SA 
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3.5 Distillation Unit 

Distillation for petroleum products commodities is once again distillation tester, it 

fits in with ASTM D 86 standard test technique for distillation of petroleum, 

proudest at atmospheric weight which is reasonable for light and center distillation 

car flash – start motor energizes with or without oxygenates, aeronautics gasoline 

turbine powers, diesel fuels, lamp fuel and grades 1 and 2 burner fuels distillate. 

3.5.1 Steps of the Experimental Work for Distillation Unit 

Use the metal wrier wrapped in cotton to clean the in-wall of the condenser pipe 

before the test. 

Turn on the power supply and refrigeration switch; select the sitting temperature of 

the bath according to the peculiarity of the sample. Take 100 ml sample with clean 

and dry graduated cylinder, then pour the sample from cylinder into distillation flask. 

We put the installed distillation flask on the aluminum oxide pad of the heating plate, 

and then put the graduated cylinder at the exit of the condenser pipe. We then make 

the upper opening combines with the sealant cover closely. 

Turn on the light switch, regulate the heating voltage according to different kinds of 

samples to make the distillation point time conform to requirements. 

The user should a just heating power to make the final boiling point in 2 to 5 

minutes.  

Turn off the power supply after distillation, cool the sample to ambient temperature.  

Take out the graduated cylinder and read the maximum recycling percentage and 

keep record. 

Take out the thermometer and pour the residue from distillation flask into the 

graduated cylinder with branch pipe up. Read the maximum recycling percentage 

and keep record again. 
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Figure 3.5 Distillation unit tester 

3.6 Input Layer 

The Table 3.1 below shows the input parameters. Here one must keep in mind that 

only either of the density or kinematic viscosity will be used in the input layer, they 

will not be in the input layer at the same time. 

  

Table 3.1 Input layer for sample 

No. Input 

1- Sulfur content 

2- Density 

3- Kinematic viscosity 

4- Distillation end point 

5- Distillation residue 

6- Water content 

 

3.7 Output Layer 

Table 3.2 below shows the output parameters. Again, either density or kinematic 

viscosity can be used at once in the output layer. They cannot be located in the output 

layer at the same time. 
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Table 3.2 Output layer for sample 

 

No. Output 

1- 

2- 

Density  

Kinematic viscosity  

 

3.8 Hidden Layer 

There are two inquiries that should be replied when the hidden layer is being 

structured.  

Firstly, what number of hidden layers needs to be used in the neural network system?  

Second, what number of hidden neurons needs to be used in each hidden layer?  

 

It is fundamental to realize that most neural network systems have just one hidden 

layer, and the use of 2 or more hidden layers is uncommon. In the solution of most of 

the practical problems, one hidden layer is found generally to be enough. 

 

On the basis of the information described above, we chose a single hidden layer for 

our problem. 

 

Deciding the number of hidden layer is relatively an easy decision due to the fact that 

explained above. On the other hand, finding the number of neurons in this layer is the 

principal question to be addressed while the neural network is being designed. 

 

There are numerous thumb rules to decide the number of hidden neurons in hidden 

layer, and the most widely recognized rule is that the number of hidden neurons in 

the hidden layer is the mean value of the input and output neurons. 

 

Taking the average number of input and output neurons is actually just a starting 

point to find out the actual number of hidden neurons. A trial and error methodology 

is utilized to obtain the correct number of hidden neurons. 
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Figure 3.6 Flow chart of the second stage, the ANN model 

 

Experimental density and kinematic viscosity data (physical properties) 

Experimental data for ANN inputs data 

Data randomly divided up 

Training 70% 

Validation 15%, Test 15% 

testing 15% 

Train the network by 

1.Learning algorithm 

2.Number of hidden neurons in hidden layer 

Simulate network with test data (15% of all the 

data) 

Results are satisfying 

END 
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3.9 Model Design for Sample  

In the raining of the neural network, the steps given below are considered and Matlab 

is used. Matlab is a flexible environment for choosing input, hidden and output 

neurons. From one viewpoint, there is the likelihood to effortlessly change the 

hidden neurons to test the outputs; from another point, there are some implemented 

techniques for random or block partition of the dataset. It is easy to change or modify 

the amount of training, validation and test data. In the analysis of the neural network 

performance, Matlab offers error histograms, regression plots and performance plots, 

which are very useful. 

 

Prediction may be a type of dynamic filtering, wherever the previous values of 1 or 

variety of your time series are used to predict future values. During this study, 

prediction producer is often summarized as follows: 

 

In our neural network model, as suggested by the thumb rule for the number of 

hidden neurons, we started our modeling studies by taking the average number of the 

input neurons and output neurons,  

The best method of prediction is chosen. The solution of NARX was applied. 

 

Table 3.3 The best prediction for density 

 

Method Nonlinear input –  NN  NARX 

  Output      

Result MSE  R MSE R MSE  R 

         

Training 2.4  0.782 1.8 0.912 2.9*10
-3 

 0.999 

validation 18.2  6.5 6.2 0.867 2.73*10
-1 

 0.985 

Testing 10.8  1.4 6.6 0.427 6.3*10
-1 

 0.983 

 

In the principal style of time arrangement issue, the long run estimations of an 

amount arrangement y(t) should be predicted from past estimations of that point 

arrangement and past estimations of a second time arrangement x(t). This type of 

expectation is named NARX, the instruction beneath. 
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Getting data from workspace input time series x(t), and target time series, and 

defining the desired output y(t). 

 

Selecting the time series format matrix that means input parameters, which are sulfur 

content, water content, distillation end points, distillation residue, and kinematic 

viscosity, are a 111x5 matrix, and inputs represent dynamic data: 111 time steps of 5 

elements, and the target, which is the density of diesel fuel, is a 111x1 matrix, and 

targets represents dynamic data: 111 time steps of 1 element. 

 

111 target time steps are randomly divided into 3 different target time steps: 

In training, 70% of all data, which is 77 target time steps, divided and given to 

network and weights are modified to reduce error.  

 

In validation, 15% of all data, which is 17 target time steps, divided and given to 

network and the target values are used to perform network generalization. When 

generalization does not improve any more, training step is discontinued. 

 

In test, the target, 15% of all data, which is 17 target time steps, divided and given to 

network. This step does not have effect on the training. It yields an independent 

measure for network performance for during the training and after the training. 

 

Levenberg - Marquardt backpropagation algorithm is utilized for network training. 

Training discontinues automatically when the generalization process stops to 

improve and is explained by increasing the root mean square error that is used to 

validate the samples. 

The network is made and prepared to shape an open circle as follows: for the most 

part, preparing is progressively productive of an open circle (single step) contrasting 

and a shut circle (multi-step). The open circle enables us to give the network utilizing 

the right past yields and neural network preparing to prediction yield. 
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In our study, logistic sigmoid activation function is used in hidden layer. This 

function is used to determine the activation. Logistic sigmoid function is given as 

[15]: 

  f(x) = 1/ (1 +e
-x

) 

The function in the output layer is used to be linear activation function. This may be 

helpful when you need a whole set of numbers to be output. Generally, you will need 

to think about your neurons as non-active or active; the linear function is defined as 

follows [16]: 

f(x) = x 

After training, the open loop network may turn into a closed loop formation or any 

other form required when appropriate. 

The mean square error (MSE) is obtained. The average squared difference between 

calculated outputs by network and the targets is called MSE. Zero MSE means there 

is no error between outputs and targets, therefore it is desired to get lower values for 

better network performance. 

Regression coefficient (R) value indicates the relationship between outputs and 

targets. If it is close to one, that means there is a close relationship between outputs 

and targets. 

 

3.10 Model Design for Kinematic Viscosity 

The viscosity and fuel physical properties of all selected feeds were used as input and 

target parameter, the input (5) and target (1). 

In training the neural network, below indicated steps were applied using Matlab. 

 

1- The thumb rule is followed and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 

decided. The most widely recognized standard approach is taking the average 

of input and output neurons. 

2- For the high prediction performance, best method (such as NARX or NN) is 

chosed. The solution of a neural network ANN is applied. 
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Table 3.4 The best prediction for kinematic viscosity 

 

 Nonlinear input –  NN NARX   

  Output        

           

 MSE  R MSE  R MSE R 

Training 8.108  0.9206 0.549  0.9942 6.621 0.9344   

Validation 11.287  0.8887 0.586  0.9944 32.822 0.7639   

Testing 27.756  0.7361 0.721  0.9958 6.87 0.9392   

 

3- Getting the data and the target time series from workspace input time 

series x(t) defining the desired out y(t), (five parameters are inputted 

such as density, sulfur content, water content, distillation end point, 

distillation residue for kinematic viscosity). 

4- Selecting the time series format matrix means inputs are a 111x5 matrix, and 

inputs represent dynamic data: 111 time steps of 5 elements and the target, 

which is kinematic viscosity, is a 111x1 matrix, and the targets represent 

dynamic data: 111 time steps of 1 element. 

5- Total 111 target time steps data is randomly divided up to 3 kinds of 

target time steps: 

 

A- Training: 70% of all data which is 77 target time steps. 

B- Validating: 15% of all data which is 17 target time steps. 

C- Testing:  15% of all data which is 17 target time steps. 

 

Levenberg - Marquardt backpropagation algorithm is used for network training. The 

training discontinues automatically when the generalization process stops to improve 

and is explained by increasing the mean square error that is used to validate the 

samples. 

 

6- The MSE will be obtained. Zero MSE means no mistake, lower values are 

better.  

 

The regression coefficient, R, will be obtained. Close to 1 is a better fit. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the results for density and kinematic viscosity are discussed. 

 

4.1 Density 

4.1.1 Hidden Nodes 

As mentioned in the previous section, to obtain the number of hidden nodes, first we 

calculate the average of the input and output nodes. 

It always better to start from one node lower down the average of input and output. 

 

Average number of nodes = (5 input nodes +1 output node) /2 =3 nodes. 

Start with: 2 hidden nodes. 

 

For each number of hidden nodes tried, the network is trained three-times and the 

regressions between the target and output for training, validation and test results are 

recorded. At the end, the averages are calculated, as suggested in the literature. 
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Table 4.1 Hidden nodes regression (coefficient R) results of density 

 

No. of 

Nodes 
Training Validation Testing All 

2 0.93895 0.99043 0.95388 0.94598 

3 0.95017 0.99749 0.98997 0.97005 

4 0.95747 0.99684 0.98903 0.9668 

5 0.99923 0.99315 0.99269 0.99658 

6 0.93776 0.99144 0.97676 0.94638 

7 0.9686 0.99726 0.99108 0.97286 

8     0.96136 0.99612 0.99693      0.97082 

9   0.99925 0.80183 0.9956     0.96102 

10   0.99974 0.99951 0.93503    0.99309 

 

 

Table 4.1 shows the regression coefficient R results of 2 to 10 nodes used in the 

hidden layer. The results are still reasonable but 10 nodes have a regression 

coefficient over 0.99309 for all the data used. Therefore, it is preferred to choose a 

hidden nodes number to be 10 for hidden layer. 

 

 

 

4.1.2 The Network Performance for Density 

After finding the number of hidden nodes to be used in the hidden layer, the 

evaluation of the network performance was achieved. 

The MSE is a squared difference between output and target. This means that a better 

prediction can be reached when MSE value is low, and the zero value of MSE means 

the training performance is without error. For sure, one must consider the 

memorizing data problem when R is 1 and/or MSE is zero. Figure 4.1 demonstrates 

the plot of MSE versus epochs obtained from the training, validation and test of 

NARX network for density prediction. Figure 4.1 indicates that the MSE of the 

validation step reached its minimum at 18
th

 iteration and the training continued up to 

the 24
th

 iteration and then stopped. Also, Figure 4.1 does not indicate any serious 

problems for the training step, and the MSE error is obtained to be 5.67e-8 at epoch 

18 for the best validation.  
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Figure 4.1 NARX performance for density 
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4.1.3 Regression Plots for Density 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Regression plots for density 

 

The regression plots given by Figure 4.2 present the relation among the output and 

the target values for training, validation, test steps and also for all the data together. 

If the artificial neural network performance is found good for these steps, the 

calculated output by the network and target will have nearly the same value. 

Regression coefficient R for all data set is found to be 0.99309; which shows the 

suitability of almost the excellent data fit. Generally, it can be considered that the 

predictions are acceptably good with small errors and quite close to the goals. 
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4.1.4 Error Histogram of Density 

To criticize the neural network’s performance, an error histogram is a different and 

useful way. For the training, validation and test steps, Figure 4.3 shows the 

distribution of the errors. It can be clearly said that error distributions are reasonably 

good. 

 

Additionally, Fig. 4.3 shows especially the some test step error distribution values of 

outliers. However, outlier values don’t affect the results since only five pieces of data 

out of 111 total data have approximate errors within -0.01352 and 0.001117 g/cm
3
 

range, and most errors fall between – 0.00119 g/cm
3
 and 0.001117 g/cm

3
 for density 

predictions. These errors are considered acceptable and satisfied the training 

distribution results due to the nature of the data of this study. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Error histogram of density 
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4.1.5 Test of Network for Density 

The performance of the neural network in training explained by regression plots and 

error histogram. On the other hand, network test is acknowledged to be the best way 

to see if the performance of the network is good enough or not. For this reason, the 

15 fresh data samples are used, which were not seen by the network in training. 

These data samples have never been seen by the artificial neural network before. 

Actually, quite good findings are obtained for the test data, where these results are R 

0.98745 and MSE 5.78093e-6. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Test of network for density 
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4.1.6 The Simple Formula to Predict the Density 

 

 

The equation for predicting the density created by the Polymath 6.10 program 

(explained in APPENDIX B) shows the report that reveals the method of getting the 

best formula to predict the density. The formula will be delineated as multiple linear 

regression (MLR). Multiple linear regression methodology is employed to represent 

the connection between independent variables and the dependent variable, which is 

density in our case. 

 

Density = a1*Water content + a2*Sulfur content + a3*Distillation residue + 

a4*Viscosity + a5*Distillation end point 

Where a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 are the constants that were determined in the multiple linear 

regression analysis as given in Table 4.2 below. The RMSD value is obtained to be 

0.0024684. 

 

Table 4.2 Constants of the equation for density 

 

Variable  Value  

a1  -0.0040816 

a2  -0.0098286 

a3  -0.0030603 

a4  0.0110573 

a5  0.7908078 
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4.1.7 Summary of the Results for Density 

 

Table 4.3 Summary of the results for density. 

 

   Training 

 

 

 

 

 Validation Testing  All  Test   
         

network 
 

          

 
           

 R  0.99974  0.99951 0.93503  0.99309  9.93094   

 MSE  0.00000008  0.00000005 0.00001166  0.000011745  0.0000001   

 Network   The best validation performance is 0.99924 at epoch 18.   

 
performan

ce of 
            

 density             

 
Error 

Histogram 

of 

 
Most errors fall between -0.01352 g/cm

3
 and 0.001117 g/cm

3
 

 
  

 
density 

            

   10 data sets out of  111 ( the total data ) have approximate errors 

nearly between  –0.00042 g/cm
3
 and 0.000346 g/cm3

 

 

0 

 
     

           

   
            Error (g/cm

3
)= Targets (g/cm

3
) - Outputs (g/cm

3
) 

     

 

Simple 

equation 

for density 

(MLR) 

  

Density = a1*Water content + a2*Sulfur content + 
a3*Distillation residue + a4*Viscosity + a5*Distillation end 
point 

        

              

              

 

4.2 Kinematic Viscosity 

The output is a viscosity and inputs are the physical properties of the diesel 

experiment. Moreover, in this study, a big data set is used to train the model. This 

model can predict viscosity which can be considered as great achievement and 

accomplishment. 
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4.2.1 Hidden Nodes for Kinematic Viscosity 

The previous chapter involves the explanation of how to calculate hidden nodes in 

hidden layer. It was started from one node lower down the average input and output. 

 

Average number of nodes = (5 input nodes +1 output node) /2 =3 nodes. 

Start with: 2 hidden nodes. 

 

For each number of hidden nodes tried, the network is trained three-times and the 

regressions between the target and output for training, validation and test results are 

recorded. At the end, their averages are calculated. 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.4 Hidden nodes regression results of kinematic viscosity 

 

Node Training Validation Testing  All 

2 0.99827 0.99537 0.96197 0.99484 

3 0.98559 0.98843 0.98756 0.98662 

4 0.99993 0.99963 0.9996 0.99982 

5 0.99998 0.99996 0.99969 0.99993 

6 0.99996 0.99963 0.98547 0.9924 

7 1 1 1 1 

8 0.97608 0.96989 0.92011 0.96896 

9 1 0.99994 0.99919 0.99986 

10 1 0.99917 0.99999 0.99992 

 

Table 4.4 shows the result of 2 to 10 nodes. The results are reasonable but 7 nodes 

have a regression coefficient of 1. Therefore, it is preferred to choose a hidden 

neuron number to be 7. 
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4.2.2 The Network Performance for Kinematic Viscosity 

After finding the hidden nodes, the evaluation of the network performance was 

achieved. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5 NN performance for kinematic viscosity 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 plots the performance of the training, validation and test steps with the use 

of NN type artificial neural network. The validation performance is converged to a 

minimum at the 236
th

 and then halted. Minimum MSE value is obtained to be 

2.4186e-9 for the 236
th

 epoch for validation step.  
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Figure 4.6 Regression plots of kinematic viscosity 

 

In Fig. 4.6, the regression plots, which present the relation among the output, and the 

target values for training, validation, test steps and also for all the data together. For 

all four cases, the regression coefficient R values are obtained to be 1.  
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4.2.3 Error Histogram of Kinematic Viscosity 

Figure 4.7 shows the error distribution of the training, validation and test steps. The 

results for validation and test steps are acceptable and the error distributions are 

reasonable. As stated previously, the error differences between target and output 

which are shown in Figure 4.6 are calculated using the following equation: 

 

Error in kinematic viscosity (cSt) = Target (cSt) – Output (cSt) 

 

Additionally, Fig. 4.7 shows the values of outlier values. However, outlier values 

don’t affect the overall performance significantly, since 10 data out of 111 (the total 

data) have approximate errors nearly between -0.00037 cSt and 0.000683 cSt, and 

most errors fall between -3.9e-05 cSt and 1.68e-05 cSt. 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Error histogram of kinematic viscosity 
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4.2.4  Test of Network for Kinematic Viscosity 

For the test of the network performance for viscosity, 15 data samples which have 

never seen by the network before (not used during training) were used. R value was 

found 0.992657 and MSE 4.46842e-3. Results are considered satisfactory. Figure 4.8 

shows the good test performance of the network. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.8 Test network of kinematic viscosity 

 

 

4.2.5 The Simple Formula to Predict the Kinematic Viscosity 

The equation for predicting the viscosity created by the Polymath program as 

explained in APPENDIX C shows the report that shows the way of obtaining the 
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simplest formula to predict the kinematic viscosity. The methodology is described as 

multiple linear regression.  

 

Viscosity = a1*Water content + a2*Sulfur content + a3*Distillation residue + 

a4*Distillation end point + a5*Density. 

Where a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 are the constants that are determined in the regression 

analysis. The value of R
2
 equals to 0.9333 which means that the relationship is multi-

linear, and the value of RMSD is 0.001858. 

 

 

Table 4.5 Constants of the equation for kinematic viscosity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variable  Value  

a1  0.3691311 

a2  0.8888793 

a3  0.2767624 

a4  -71.51894 

a5  90.43783 
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4.2.6 Summary of the Results for Kinematic Viscosity 

Table 4.6 Summary of the results for kinematic viscosity 

 

 Training  Validation Testing All Test 

      network 

       

R 1  1 1 1 1 

MSE 0.000000001  0.000000002 0.00000004 0.000040 0.0089 

Network The best validation performance is 0.99995 at epoch 10. 

performance 

of  

viscosity  

Error 

histogram of Most errors fall between -0.00491 cst and 0.001228 cst 

kinematic 

viscosity 

 

10 datasets out of 111 (the total data) have approximate errors  

 nearly between -6.5 e – 05 cSt and 0.000258 cSt 

 Error (cSt) = Target (cSt) – Output (cSt) 

  

Simple 

equation to  

predict the 

kinematic 

viscosity  Viscosity = a1*Water content + a2*Sulfur content + a3*Distillation 
residue + a4*Distillation end point + a5*Density 

(MLR) 
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CHAPTER 5 

5 CHAPTER 5 

   CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this study, the experimental diesel fuel data provided by the North Oil Company, 

Iraq were used for the building of an artificial neural network model for the 

prediction of the kinematic viscosity and the density of the diesel fuel. Nonlinear 

autoregressive neural networks with external input (NARX) and a typical 

feedforward neural network with backpropagation algorithm (NN) were used in the 

prediction of kinematic viscosity and density. Evaluation of the obtained results 

indicated promising performance for these networks. In the prediction of the density 

values, NARX type neural network performed better than NN, and in the prediction 

of kinematic viscosity values NN performed superior to NARX. In addition, multiple 

linear regression (MLR) methodology is employed and the coefficients of the five 

independent variables for the first order linear equations are obtained for kinematic 

viscosity and density. 

The findings obtained in this study suggest that the use of ANNs in the prediction of 

density and viscosity of diesel fuel indicate a promising performance. 

ANNs may serve as a useful tool to laboratories in crude oil refineries where the 

laboratory supervisor may use ANNs to reduce the time and cost in the prediction of 

density and kinematic viscosity of diesel fuel.  
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APPENDICES 

A. Experimental data obtained from the North Oil Company, Iraq and used 

throughout the study. 

 

NO 

WATER 

CONTENT 

SULFUR 

CONTENT 

(wt%) 

DISTILATION 

END POINT 
VISCOSITY 

AT 40 (cSt) 

DISTILATION 

RESIDUE 

(wt%) 

DENSITY 

AT 16 

(g/cm
3
) (wt%) (°C) 

1. 65.69 0.458775 368.2555 5.25555 2.755555 0.837643 

2. 66.15 0.479764 368.8367 5.32451 2.744883 0.826104 

3. 65.745 0.49746 370.0523 5.38444 2.750284 0.828797 

4. 64.606 0.509596 369.1576 5.32444 2.740933 0.828006 

5. 66.39 0.483656 369.3429 5.341206 2.749763 0.827581 

6. 65.27 0.487378 367.9877 5.262228 2.73706 0.825344 

7. 65.397 0.499514 370.6924 5.423355 2.751214 0.829404 

8. 65.515 0.484812 368.6674 5.307545 2.74105 0.825945 

9. 65.771 0.480689 367.5264 5.23749 2.737052 0.824496 

10. 60.405 0.420573 351.8895 3.998983 2.662171 0.821931 

11. 62.583 0.422556 358.7072 4.426132 2.70469 0.830505 

12. 63.454 0.422336 360.5002 4.533048 2.718049 0.833212 

13. 63.587 0.42355 361.1125 4.570162 2.721697 0.834079 

14. 63.367 0.424895 360.9667 4.559818 2.720019 0.833968 

15. 63.459 0.423323 360.7646 4.547221 2.71955 0.833717 

16. 57.344 0.650041 341.1212 3.133883 2.558548 0.773612 

17. 56.656 0.650041 339.1653 3.013726 2.545775 0.770976 

18. 57.54 0.651324 341.6853 3.166759 2.562456 0.774527 

19. 55.384 0.631062 333.1616 2.659421 2.508882 0.761634 

20. 56.505 0.637119 336.1623 2.834184 2.530099 0.766527 

21. 65.499 0.473357 366.234 5.167786 2.728291 0.821935 

22. 65.77 0.484279 369.1153 5.340265 2.743949 0.826193 

23. 66.407 0.489612 370.9763 5.445314 2.757199 0.829486 

24. 57.403 0.661644 343.3534 3.271185 2.569591 0.776677 
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25. 56.344 0.650363 338.0061 2.946524 2.538329 0.769162 

26. 62.345 0.423823 358.8358 5.159671 2.66499 0.807787 

27. 76.1203 0.45833 352.3145 2.37115 2.767569 0.821466 

28. 76.388 0.444911 350.7056 2.279128 2.760348 0.818701 

29. 76.514 0.480961 357.8823 2.70423 2.797188 0.829704 

30. 78.3985 0.83869 327.0856 3.083408 2.626856 0.782234 

31. 77.698 0.826222 322.4939 2.809398 2.600554 0.775438 

32. 77.6812 0.815299 320.3358 2.681347 2.589619 0.772155 

33. 77.841 0.840427 325.4858 2.986476 2.616382 0.780034 

34. 77.6631 0.851349 327.0851 3.080197 2.623668 0.782556 

35. 57.4102 0.505233 308.2815 2.325554 2.466259 0.793342 

36. 75.7617 0.457902 351.2937 2.309032 2.760829 0.820041 

37. 76.225 0.44842 350.8683 2.288494 2.760732 0.819241 

38. 76.2717 0.469052 354.8352 2.523637 2.780672 0.825077 

39. 76.6644 0.457902 353.8577 2.466548 2.777572 0.823492 

40. 76.6703 0.444553 351.2967 2.314753 2.764708 0.819585 

41. 76.5719 0.467611 355.4692 2.561523 2.785289 0.825995 

42. 76.4453 0.445007 350.6284 2.27683 2.760092 0.818474 

43. 71.4938 0.710595 312.8908 1.404606 2.602483 0.817278 

44. 71.4018 0.721517 314.7366 1.513473 2.61138 0.820137 

45. 77.7686 0.476735 355.7218 2.394784 2.796716 0.827441 

46. 77.9255 0.476307 356.1638 2.422531 2.799528 0.827983 

47. 77.98219 0.466668 354.2247 2.306152 2.790247 0.825154 

48. 77.907 0.465454 353.7767 2.279134 2.787672 0.824509 

49. 78.23668 0.50429 362.2115 2.78121 2.831527 0.837201 

50. 71.47124 0.748216 320.0887 1.831198 2.638612 0.828261 

51. 71.39027 0.71909 314.2351 1.48367 2.608806 0.819377 

52. 75.93055 0.730012 329.246 2.401323 2.703675 0.839971 

53. 70.431 0.734692 319.3154 1.97109 2.624936 0.825738 

54. 75.68108 0.456784 350.5712 2.267599 2.756711 0.818877 

55. 77.60708 0.445862 353.9355 2.478814 2.781838 0.823034 

56. 76.566 0.459212 353.5545 2.449869 2.775491 0.822978 

57. 76.75686 0.447076 351.7538 2.344276 2.76724 0.820137 

58. 73.68651 0.737975 329.0408 2.566376 2.687894 0.839025 
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59. 69.91045 0.700711 311.2754 1.491259 2.582256 0.813743 

60. 69.74272 0.712847 313.1419 1.60089 2.590937 0.816674 

61. 69.62705 0.726197 315.3906 1.7335 2.601762 0.82016 

62. 71.51873 0.750042 325.4496 2.34199 2.660358 0.834488 

63. 70.99621 0.723586 313.824 1.455714 2.605218 0.819053 

64. 78.37549 0.481231 358.154 2.541509 2.811696 0.830945 

65. 77.71614 0.481231 356.2804 2.4264 2.799461 0.828422 

66. 65.37155 0.671084 364.4073 3.090116 2.780532 0.844441 

67. 65.26744 0.671084 364.1114 3.071941 2.7786 0.844043 

68. 65.31371 0.658948 361.8998 2.941105 2.767666 0.840648 

69. 66.1296 0.670656 366.5586 3.222874 2.794506 0.847286 

70. 63.41701 0.634248 351.8209 2.332575 2.70879 0.826188 

71. 63.41701 0.65852 356.5071 2.610402 2.732375 0.833331 

72. 63.41122 0.646384 354.1476 2.470479 2.720475 0.829737 

73. 63.42279 0.634248 351.8373 2.333585 2.708897 0.82621 

74. 63.48565 0.64724 354.3648 2.482636 2.722043 0.830135 

75. 63.48565 0.654521 355.7706 2.565984 2.729119 0.832278 

76. 65.30451 0.68833 361.0751 2.63544 2.770698 0.841938 

77. 65.29294 0.676194 358.6991 2.494508 2.75869 0.838321 

78. 65.30451 0.68833 361.0751 2.63544 2.770698 0.841938 

79. 64.39508 0.710868 366.038 3.05218 2.788235 0.848717 

80. 64.32643 0.697877 363.4941 2.90212 2.774981 0.844769 

81. 64.32643 0.659041 355.9961 2.457597 2.737245 0.83334 

82. 64.35497 0.647333 353.7369 2.323248 2.726075 0.829933 

83. 64.36076 0.674032 358.9082 2.629867 2.752126 0.837813 

84. 64.33184 0.659469 356.0143 2.458122 2.737438 0.833416 

85. 64.32643 0.671177 358.3392 2.596511 2.749037 0.836911 

86. 64.45215 0.672888 358.7079 2.616785 2.751744 0.837618 

87. 64.22385 0.693739 362.7226 2.858101 2.770346 0.843438 

88. 64.2466 0.657758 355.7607 2.444916 2.735483 0.832865 

89. 64.27476 0.646477 353.5033 2.310081 2.7244 0.829514 

90. 64.26898 0.669536 357.9388 2.573007 2.746699 0.836278 

91. 64.35497 0.659469 356.0801 2.462161 2.737868 0.833505 

92. 65.25862 0.685475 360.4732 2.600065 2.767394 0.840991 
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93. 65.34423 0.686758 360.725 2.613756 2.769263 0.841488 

94. 65.31569 0.688758 361.1097 2.636975 2.770999 0.842037 

95. 65.35001 0.674622 358.3983 2.475853 2.757578 0.837939 

96. 65.33304 0.698467 363.0335 2.751135 2.780755 0.844961 

97. 65.19576 0.696756 362.632 2.72884 2.777834 0.844211 

98. 64.74104 0.701957 363.9419 2.867754 2.780706 0.845814 

99. 64.76958 0.690248 361.6827 2.733404 2.769536 0.842408 

100 64.72947 0.676471 358.9884 2.574017 2.755726 0.838268 

101 64.73564 0.68818 361.3462 2.714424 2.76754 0.841808 

102 64.69553 0.691393 361.9323 2.749515 2.770241 0.84267 

103 64.75261 0.676471 359.0542 2.578055 2.756156 0.838357 

104 64.78115 0.689035 361.4813 2.721532 2.768571 0.842094 

105 64.8953 0.694386 362.52 2.781462 2.774601 0.843828 

106 64.85519 0.655123 354.9052 2.330356 2.736027 0.832188 

107 64.74104 0.665549 356.9125 2.451014 2.745328 0.835098 

108 77.14157 0.704873 329.4315 2.483753 2.707976 0.83902 

109 77.44781 0.710883 330.2629 2.473815 2.714854 0.840496 

110 77.47672 0.704815 329.1735 2.409407 2.709495 0.838822 

111 77.56234 0.730371 334.1116 2.700925 2.734949 0.846462 
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B. POLYMATH REPORT ABOUT DENSITY RELATIVE TO CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

 
Source data points and calculated data points 

 

 
C01  C02  C03  C04  C05  C06  C06 calc  Delta C06  

1  65.69  0.458775  368.2555  5.25555  2.755555  0.8376432  0.8376432  -3.501E-08  

2  66.15  0.4797641  368.8367  5.32451  2.744883  0.8261038  0.8261038  5.654E-10  

3  65.745  0.49746  370.0523  5.38444  2.750284  0.8287967  0.8287967  8.95E-10  

4  64.606  0.5095961  369.1576  5.32444  2.740933  0.8280061  0.8280061  1.631E-08  

5  66.39  0.4836563  369.3429  5.341206  2.749763  0.8275806  0.8275806  -1.678E-08  

6  65.27  0.4873777  367.9877  5.262228  2.73706  0.8253438  0.8253438  3.243E-08  

7  65.397  0.4995137  370.6924  5.423355  2.751214  0.8294038  0.8294038  8.374E-09  

8  65.515  0.4848116  368.6674  5.307545  2.74105  0.8259453  0.8259454  -5.23E-08  

9  65.771  0.4806889  367.5264  5.23749  2.737052  0.8244964  0.8244965  -5.852E-08  

10  60.405  0.4205729  351.8895  3.998983  2.662171  0.821931  0.821931  3.629E-08  

11  62.583  0.4225558  358.7072  4.426132  2.70469  0.8305054  0.8305054  3.925E-08  

12  63.454  0.4223364  360.5002  4.533048  2.718049  0.833212  0.833212  -2.035E-08  

13  63.587  0.42355  361.1125  4.570162  2.721697  0.8340787  0.8340787  3.523E-09  
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14  63.367  0.4248948  360.9667  4.559818  2.720019  0.8339683  0.8339683  3.69E-08  

15  63.459  0.4233229  360.7646  4.547221  2.71955  0.8337165  0.8337165  -4.145E-09  

16  57.344  0.6500405  341.1212  3.133883  2.558548  0.7736115  0.7736115  -2.076E-08  

17  56.656  0.6500405  339.1653  3.013726  2.545775  0.7709756  0.7709756  -2.869E-09  

18  57.54  0.6513235  341.6853  3.166759  2.562456  0.7745266  0.7745266  -2.713E-08  

19  55.384  0.6310616  333.1616  2.659421  2.508882  0.7616338  0.7616338  -2.359E-08  

20  56.505  0.6371185  336.1623  2.834184  2.530099  0.7665269  0.7665269  -5.153E-09  

21  65.499  0.4733566  366.234  5.167786  2.728291  0.8219348  0.8219348  1.889E-08  

22  65.77  0.4842791  369.1153  5.340265  2.743949  0.8261934  0.8261934  -3.918E-08  

23  66.407  0.4896118  370.9763  5.445314  2.757199  0.8294857  0.8294857  1.533E-08  

24  57.403  0.661644  343.3534  3.271185  2.569591  0.7766767  0.7766767  4.807E-08  

25  56.344  0.6503633  338.0061  2.946524  2.538329  0.7691619  0.7691619  -2.715E-09  

26  62.345  0.4238233  358.8358  5.159671  2.66499  0.8077867  0.8077867  1.843E-08  

27  76.1203  0.4583299  352.3145  2.37115  2.767569  0.8214658  0.8214658  2.529E-08  

28  76.388  0.4449108  350.7056  2.279128  2.760348  0.8187007  0.8187007  -1.843E-08  

29  76.514  0.4809607  357.8823  2.70423  2.797188  0.8297035  0.8297035  3.407E-08  

30  78.3985  0.8386896  327.0856  3.083408  2.626856  0.7822341  0.7822341  -3.62E-08  

31  77.698  0.8262217  322.4939  2.809398  2.600554  0.775438  0.7754379  5.229E-08  

32  77.6812  0.8152992  320.3358  2.681347  2.589619  0.7721548  0.7721548  -1.368E-08  

33  77.841  0.8404267  325.4858  2.986476  2.616382  0.7800336  0.7800336  -1.443E-08  

34  77.6631  0.8513492  327.0851  3.080197  2.623668  0.7825563  0.7825562  5.157E-08  

35  57.4102  0.5052329  308.2815  2.325554  2.466259  0.7933415  0.7933415  3.421E-08  

36  75.7617  0.4579022  351.2937  2.309032  2.760829  0.8200406  0.8200406  -4.059E-08  

37  76.225  0.4484204  350.8683  2.288494  2.760732  0.8192409  0.8192409  4.492E-08  

38  76.2717  0.4690517  354.8352  2.523637  2.780672  0.8250765  0.8250765  -1.917E-08  

39  76.6644  0.4579022  353.8577  2.466548  2.777572  0.8234919  0.8234919  1.917E-09  

40  76.6703  0.4445525  351.2967  2.314753  2.764708  0.8195849  0.8195849  -2.935E-08  

41  76.5719  0.467611  355.4692  2.561523  2.785289  0.8259953  0.8259953  3.859E-08  

42  76.4453  0.4450066  350.6284  2.27683  2.760092  0.8184743  0.8184743  4.047E-09  

43  71.4938  0.7105946  312.8908  1.404606  2.602483  0.8172776  0.8172776  9.685E-09  

44  71.4018  0.7215171  314.7366  1.513473  2.61138  0.8201367  0.8201367  -2.869E-08  

45  77.7686  0.4767348  355.7218  2.394784  2.796716  0.827441  0.827441  9.053E-09  

46  77.9255  0.4763071  356.1638  2.422531  2.799528  0.8279827  0.8279827  -1.993E-08  

47  77.98219  0.4666676  354.2247  2.306152  2.790247  0.8251539  0.8251539  1.87E-08  

48  77.907  0.465454  353.7767  2.279134  2.787672  0.8245086  0.8245086  -2.021E-08  

49  78.23668  0.5042895  362.2115  2.78121  2.831527  0.8372012  0.8372012  9.264E-09  

50  71.47124  0.7482164  320.0887  1.831198  2.638612  0.8282606  0.8282606  1.55E-08  

51  71.39027  0.7190899  314.2351  1.48367  2.608806  0.8193773  0.8193773  1.949E-08  

52  75.93055  0.7300123  329.246  2.401323  2.703675  0.8399711  0.8399711  -3.722E-08  

53  70.431  0.7346923  319.3154  1.97109  2.624936  0.8257376  0.8257376  1.363E-08  
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54  75.68108  0.4567844  350.5712  2.267599  2.756711  0.818877  0.818877  -3.201E-08  

55  77.60708  0.4458619  353.9355  2.478814  2.781838  0.8230337  0.8230337  -2.236E-08  

56  76.566  0.4592116  353.5545  2.449869  2.775491  0.8229784  0.8229784  -2.977E-08  

57  76.75686  0.4470755  351.7538  2.344276  2.76724  0.8201368  0.8201368  4.138E-08  

58  73.68651  0.7379749  329.0408  2.566376  2.687894  0.8390254  0.8390254  -1.95E-08  

59  69.91045  0.7007113  311.2754  1.491259  2.582256  0.8137433  0.8137433  -4.029E-08  

60  69.74272  0.7128474  313.1419  1.60089  2.590937  0.8166739  0.8166739  -3.637E-08  

61  69.62705  0.7261971  315.3906  1.7335  2.601762  0.8201601  0.8201601  3.325E-08  

62  71.51873  0.7500416  325.4496  2.34199  2.660358  0.834488  0.834488  -1.14E-08  

63  70.99621  0.723586  313.824  1.455714  2.605218  0.819053  0.819053  -1.752E-08  

64  78.37549  0.4812309  358.154  2.541509  2.811696  0.8309453  0.8309453  3.655E-08  

65  77.71614  0.4812309  356.2804  2.4264  2.799461  0.8284218  0.8284218  -2.106E-08  

66  65.37155  0.671084  364.4073  3.090116  2.780532  0.8444409  0.8444409  1.975E-08  

67  65.26744  0.671084  364.1114  3.071941  2.7786  0.8440425  0.8440425  -3.626E-08  

68  65.31371  0.6589479  361.8998  2.941105  2.767666  0.8406476  0.8406476  -2.328E-08  

69  66.1296  0.6706563  366.5586  3.222874  2.794506  0.8472862  0.8472862  -6.297E-09  

70  63.41701  0.6342481  351.8209  2.332575  2.70879  0.8261876  0.8261876  -5.185E-09  

71  63.41701  0.6585202  356.5071  2.610402  2.732375  0.8333313  0.8333313  -2.301E-08  

72  63.41122  0.6463841  354.1476  2.470479  2.720475  0.8297371  0.8297371  -1.096E-08  

73  63.42279  0.6342481  351.8373  2.333585  2.708897  0.8262096  0.8262096  -9.758E-09  

74  63.48565  0.6472395  354.3648  2.482636  2.722043  0.8301346  0.8301346  -3.415E-08  

75  63.48565  0.6545211  355.7706  2.565984  2.729119  0.8322783  0.8322783  -2.77E-08  

76  65.30451  0.6883302  361.0751  2.63544  2.770698  0.8419381  0.8419381  3.163E-08  

77  65.29294  0.6761941  358.6991  2.494508  2.75869  0.8383214  0.8383214  2.198E-08  

78  65.30451  0.6883302  361.0751  2.63544  2.770698  0.8419381  0.8419381  3.163E-08  

79  64.39508  0.7108679  366.038  3.05218  2.788235  0.8487172  0.8487172  8.597E-09  

80  64.32643  0.6978765  363.4941  2.90212  2.774981  0.8447694  0.8447694  -2.35E-08  

81  64.32643  0.659041  355.9961  2.457597  2.737245  0.8333397  0.8333397  -2.34E-08  

82  64.35497  0.6473326  353.7369  2.323248  2.726075  0.8299332  0.8299332  3.361E-08  

83  64.36076  0.674032  358.9082  2.629867  2.752126  0.8378134  0.8378134  3.828E-08  

84  64.33184  0.6594687  356.0143  2.458122  2.737438  0.8334162  0.8334162  2.732E-08  

85  64.32643  0.6711771  358.3392  2.596511  2.749037  0.8369112  0.8369112  8.06E-09  

86  64.45215  0.6728878  358.7079  2.616785  2.751744  0.8376178  0.8376178  -1.787E-08  

87  64.22385  0.6937385  362.7226  2.858101  2.770346  0.8434376  0.8434376  -4.168E-08  

88  64.2466  0.657758  355.7607  2.444916  2.735483  0.8328649  0.8328649  -2.937E-08  

89  64.27476  0.6464773  353.5033  2.310081  2.7244  0.8295136  0.8295136  -3.764E-08  

90  64.26898  0.6695358  357.9388  2.573007  2.746699  0.8362783  0.8362783  -3.592E-08  

91  64.35497  0.6594687  356.0801  2.462161  2.737868  0.8335051  0.8335051  -8.665E-09  

92  65.25862  0.6854753  360.4732  2.600065  2.767394  0.8409914  0.8409914  -1.572E-08  

93  65.34423  0.6867583  360.725  2.613756  2.769263  0.8414882  0.8414882  -1.432E-08  
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94  65.31569  0.6887578  361.1097  2.636975  2.770999  0.8420374  0.8420374  4.516E-08  

95  65.35001  0.6746222  358.3983  2.475853  2.757578  0.8379388  0.8379388  3.859E-08  

96  65.33304  0.6984667  363.0335  2.751135  2.780755  0.8449612  0.8449612  -2.901E-08  

97  65.19576  0.696756  362.632  2.72884  2.777834  0.8442106  0.8442106  1.712E-08  

98  64.74104  0.7019568  363.9419  2.867754  2.780706  0.8458141  0.845814  5.381E-08  

99  64.76958  0.6902484  361.6827  2.733404  2.769536  0.8424075  0.8424075  2.187E-08  

100  64.72947  0.6764711  358.9884  2.574017  2.755726  0.8382684  0.8382684  1.345E-08  

101  64.73564  0.6881795  361.3462  2.714424  2.76754  0.8418078  0.8418078  4.003E-09  

102  64.69553  0.6913926  361.9323  2.749515  2.770241  0.8426703  0.8426703  -2.316E-10  

103  64.75261  0.6764711  359.0542  2.578055  2.756156  0.8383573  0.8383573  2.933E-08  

104  64.78115  0.6890348  361.4813  2.721532  2.768571  0.8420941  0.8420941  -1.441E-08  

105  64.8953  0.6943863  362.52  2.781462  2.774601  0.8438282  0.8438282  4.389E-08  

106  64.85519  0.6551232  354.9052  2.330356  2.736027  0.8321883  0.8321883  -2.167E-08  

107  64.74104  0.6655486  356.9125  2.451014  2.745328  0.8350984  0.8350984  1.391E-08  

108  77.14157  0.704873  329.4315  2.483753  2.707976  0.8390204  0.8390204  3.487E-08  

109  77.44781  0.7108834  330.2629  2.473815  2.714854  0.8404963  0.8404963  -3.821E-08  

110  77.47672  0.7048154  329.1735  2.409407  2.709495  0.8388217  0.8388217  2.984E-09  

111  77.56234  0.7303706  334.1116  2.700925  2.734949  0.8464619  0.8464619  3.438E-08  
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C. POLYMATH REPORT ABOUT KINEMATIC VISCOSITY RELATIVE 

TO CHAPTER 4 

 

 
 

Source data points and calculated data points 

 
C01  C02  C03  C05  C06  C04  C04 calc  Delta C04  

1  65.69  0.458775  368.2555  2.755555  0.8376432  5.25555  5.255547  3.166E-06  

2  66.15  0.4797641  368.8367  2.744883  0.8261038  5.32451  5.32451  -5.117E-08  

3  65.745  0.49746  370.0523  2.750284  0.8287967  5.38444  5.38444  -8.097E-08  

4  64.606  0.5095961  369.1576  2.740933  0.8280061  5.32444  5.324441  -1.475E-06  

5  66.39  0.4836563  369.3429  2.749763  0.8275806  5.341206  5.341204  1.517E-06  

6  65.27  0.4873777  367.9877  2.73706  0.8253438  5.262228  5.262231  -2.933E-06  

7  65.397  0.4995137  370.6924  2.751214  0.8294038  5.423355  5.423356  -7.574E-07  

8  65.515  0.4848116  368.6674  2.74105  0.8259453  5.307545  5.30754  4.73E-06  

9  65.771  0.4806889  367.5264  2.737052  0.8244964  5.23749  5.237485  5.292E-06  

10  60.405  0.4205729  351.8895  2.662171  0.821931  3.998983  3.998986  -3.282E-06  

11  62.583  0.4225558  358.7072  2.70469  0.8305054  4.426132  4.426136  -3.55E-06  

12  63.454  0.4223364  360.5002  2.718049  0.833212  4.533048  4.533046  1.841E-06  

13  63.587  0.42355  361.1125  2.721697  0.8340787  4.570162  4.570162  -3.186E-07  

14  63.367  0.4248948  360.9667  2.720019  0.8339683  4.559818  4.559821  -3.337E-06  
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15  63.459  0.4233229  360.7646  2.71955  0.8337165  4.547221  4.547221  3.748E-07  

16  57.344  0.6500405  341.1212  2.558548  0.7736115  3.133883  3.133881  1.878E-06  

17  56.656  0.6500405  339.1653  2.545775  0.7709756  3.013726  3.013726  2.595E-07  

18  57.54  0.6513235  341.6853  2.562456  0.7745266  3.166759  3.166757  2.453E-06  

19  55.384  0.6310616  333.1616  2.508882  0.7616338  2.659421  2.659419  2.134E-06  

20  56.505  0.6371185  336.1623  2.530099  0.7665269  2.834184  2.834184  4.661E-07  

21  65.499  0.4733566  366.234  2.728291  0.8219348  5.167786  5.167788  -1.709E-06  

22  65.77  0.4842791  369.1153  2.743949  0.8261934  5.340265  5.340261  3.544E-06  

23  66.407  0.4896118  370.9763  2.757199  0.8294857  5.445314  5.445315  -1.386E-06  

24  57.403  0.661644  343.3534  2.569591  0.7766767  3.271185  3.271189  -4.348E-06  

25  56.344  0.6503633  338.0061  2.538329  0.7691619  2.946524  2.946524  2.455E-07  

26  62.345  0.4238233  358.8358  2.66499  0.8077867  5.159671  5.159673  -1.667E-06  

27  76.1203  0.4583299  352.3145  2.767569  0.8214658  2.37115  2.371152  -2.288E-06  

28  76.388  0.4449108  350.7056  2.760348  0.8187007  2.279128  2.279126  1.667E-06  

29  76.514  0.4809607  357.8823  2.797188  0.8297035  2.70423  2.704233  -3.082E-06  

30  78.3985  0.8386896  327.0856  2.626856  0.7822341  3.083408  3.083405  3.273E-06  

31  77.698  0.8262217  322.4939  2.600554  0.775438  2.809398  2.809403  -4.729E-06  

32  77.6812  0.8152992  320.3358  2.589619  0.7721548  2.681347  2.681346  1.237E-06  

33  77.841  0.8404267  325.4858  2.616382  0.7800336  2.986476  2.986475  1.305E-06  

34  77.6631  0.8513492  327.0851  2.623668  0.7825563  3.080197  3.080202  -4.664E-06  

35  57.4102  0.5052329  308.2815  2.466259  0.7933415  2.325554  2.325557  -3.094E-06  

36  75.7617  0.4579022  351.2937  2.760829  0.8200406  2.309032  2.309028  3.671E-06  

37  76.225  0.4484204  350.8683  2.760732  0.8192409  2.288494  2.288498  -4.063E-06  

38  76.2717  0.4690517  354.8352  2.780672  0.8250765  2.523637  2.523635  1.733E-06  

39  76.6644  0.4579022  353.8577  2.777572  0.8234919  2.466548  2.466548  -1.733E-07  

40  76.6703  0.4445525  351.2967  2.764708  0.8195849  2.314753  2.31475  2.654E-06  

41  76.5719  0.467611  355.4692  2.785289  0.8259953  2.561523  2.561526  -3.49E-06  

42  76.4453  0.4450066  350.6284  2.760092  0.8184743  2.27683  2.27683  -3.66E-07  

43  71.4938  0.7105946  312.8908  2.602483  0.8172776  1.404606  1.404607  -8.759E-07  

44  71.4018  0.7215171  314.7366  2.61138  0.8201367  1.513473  1.51347  2.595E-06  

45  77.7686  0.4767348  355.7218  2.796716  0.827441  2.394784  2.394785  -8.187E-07  

46  77.9255  0.4763071  356.1638  2.799528  0.8279827  2.422531  2.422529  1.802E-06  

47  77.98219  0.4666676  354.2247  2.790247  0.8251539  2.306152  2.306154  -1.691E-06  

48  77.907  0.465454  353.7767  2.787672  0.8245086  2.279134  2.279132  1.828E-06  

49  78.23668  0.5042895  362.2115  2.831527  0.8372012  2.78121  2.781211  -8.378E-07  

50  71.47124  0.7482164  320.0887  2.638612  0.8282606  1.831198  1.831199  -1.402E-06  

51  71.39027  0.7190899  314.2351  2.608806  0.8193773  1.48367  1.483672  -1.763E-06  

52  75.93055  0.7300123  329.246  2.703675  0.8399711  2.401323  2.40132  3.366E-06  

53  70.431  0.7346923  319.3154  2.624936  0.8257376  1.97109  1.971091  -1.232E-06  

54  75.68108  0.4567844  350.5712  2.756711  0.818877  2.267599  2.267596  2.895E-06  
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55  77.60708  0.4458619  353.9355  2.781838  0.8230337  2.478814  2.478812  2.023E-06  

56  76.566  0.4592116  353.5545  2.775491  0.8229784  2.449869  2.449866  2.692E-06  

57  76.75686  0.4470755  351.7538  2.76724  0.8201368  2.344276  2.34428  -3.743E-06  

58  73.68651  0.7379749  329.0408  2.687894  0.8390254  2.566376  2.566374  1.764E-06  

59  69.91045  0.7007113  311.2754  2.582256  0.8137433  1.491259  1.491255  3.644E-06  

60  69.74272  0.7128474  313.1419  2.590937  0.8166739  1.60089  1.600887  3.289E-06  

61  69.62705  0.7261971  315.3906  2.601762  0.8201601  1.7335  1.733503  -3.007E-06  

62  71.51873  0.7500416  325.4496  2.660358  0.834488  2.34199  2.341989  1.031E-06  

63  70.99621  0.723586  313.824  2.605218  0.819053  1.455714  1.455712  1.585E-06  

64  78.37549  0.4812309  358.154  2.811696  0.8309453  2.541509  2.541512  -3.305E-06  

65  77.71614  0.4812309  356.2804  2.799461  0.8284218  2.4264  2.426398  1.905E-06  

66  65.37155  0.671084  364.4073  2.780532  0.8444409  3.090116  3.090118  -1.786E-06  

67  65.26744  0.671084  364.1114  2.7786  0.8440425  3.071941  3.071938  3.279E-06  

68  65.31371  0.6589479  361.8998  2.767666  0.8406476  2.941105  2.941103  2.105E-06  

69  66.1296  0.6706563  366.5586  2.794506  0.8472862  3.222874  3.222873  5.695E-07  

70  63.41701  0.6342481  351.8209  2.70879  0.8261876  2.332575  2.332575  4.69E-07  

71  63.41701  0.6585202  356.5071  2.732375  0.8333313  2.610402  2.6104  2.081E-06  

72  63.41122  0.6463841  354.1476  2.720475  0.8297371  2.470479  2.470478  9.908E-07  

73  63.42279  0.6342481  351.8373  2.708897  0.8262096  2.333585  2.333584  8.826E-07  

74  63.48565  0.6472395  354.3648  2.722043  0.8301346  2.482636  2.482633  3.088E-06  

75  63.48565  0.6545211  355.7706  2.729119  0.8322783  2.565984  2.565981  2.506E-06  

76  65.30451  0.6883302  361.0751  2.770698  0.8419381  2.63544  2.635443  -2.86E-06  

77  65.29294  0.6761941  358.6991  2.75869  0.8383214  2.494508  2.49451  -1.988E-06  

78  65.30451  0.6883302  361.0751  2.770698  0.8419381  2.63544  2.635443  -2.86E-06  

79  64.39508  0.7108679  366.038  2.788235  0.8487172  3.05218  3.052181  -7.775E-07  

80  64.32643  0.6978765  363.4941  2.774981  0.8447694  2.90212  2.902118  2.126E-06  

81  64.32643  0.659041  355.9961  2.737245  0.8333397  2.457597  2.457595  2.116E-06  

82  64.35497  0.6473326  353.7369  2.726075  0.8299332  2.323248  2.323251  -3.039E-06  

83  64.36076  0.674032  358.9082  2.752126  0.8378134  2.629867  2.62987  -3.462E-06  

84  64.33184  0.6594687  356.0143  2.737438  0.8334162  2.458122  2.458124  -2.471E-06  

85  64.32643  0.6711771  358.3392  2.749037  0.8369112  2.596511  2.596512  -7.289E-07  

86  64.45215  0.6728878  358.7079  2.751744  0.8376178  2.616785  2.616783  1.616E-06  

87  64.22385  0.6937385  362.7226  2.770346  0.8434376  2.858101  2.858097  3.769E-06  

88  64.2466  0.657758  355.7607  2.735483  0.8328649  2.444916  2.444913  2.656E-06  

89  64.27476  0.6464773  353.5033  2.7244  0.8295136  2.310081  2.310078  3.405E-06  

90  64.26898  0.6695358  357.9388  2.746699  0.8362783  2.573007  2.573004  3.249E-06  

91  64.35497  0.6594687  356.0801  2.737868  0.8335051  2.462161  2.46216  7.837E-07  

92  65.25862  0.6854753  360.4732  2.767394  0.8409914  2.600065  2.600064  1.422E-06  

93  65.34423  0.6867583  360.725  2.769263  0.8414882  2.613756  2.613755  1.295E-06  

94  65.31569  0.6887578  361.1097  2.770999  0.8420374  2.636975  2.636979  -4.085E-06  
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95  65.35001  0.6746222  358.3983  2.757578  0.8379388  2.475853  2.475856  -3.49E-06  

96  65.33304  0.6984667  363.0335  2.780755  0.8449612  2.751135  2.751132  2.624E-06  

97  65.19576  0.696756  362.632  2.777834  0.8442106  2.72884  2.728842  -1.548E-06  

98  64.74104  0.7019568  363.9419  2.780706  0.8458141  2.867754  2.867759  -4.867E-06  

99  64.76958  0.6902484  361.6827  2.769536  0.8424075  2.733404  2.733406  -1.978E-06  

100  64.72947  0.6764711  358.9884  2.755726  0.8382684  2.574017  2.574018  -1.216E-06  

101  64.73564  0.6881795  361.3462  2.76754  0.8418078  2.714424  2.714424  -3.62E-07  

102  64.69553  0.6913926  361.9323  2.770241  0.8426703  2.749515  2.749515  2.1E-08  

103  64.75261  0.6764711  359.0542  2.756156  0.8383573  2.578055  2.578058  -2.653E-06  

104  64.78115  0.6890348  361.4813  2.768571  0.8420941  2.721532  2.721531  1.303E-06  

105  64.8953  0.6943863  362.52  2.774601  0.8438282  2.781462  2.781466  -3.969E-06  

106  64.85519  0.6551232  354.9052  2.736027  0.8321883  2.330356  2.330354  1.96E-06  

107  64.74104  0.6655486  356.9125  2.745328  0.8350984  2.451014  2.451015  -1.258E-06  

108  77.14157  0.704873  329.4315  2.707976  0.8390204  2.483753  2.483756  -3.154E-06  

109  77.44781  0.7108834  330.2629  2.714854  0.8404963  2.473815  2.473812  3.455E-06  

110  77.47672  0.7048154  329.1735  2.709495  0.8388217  2.409407  2.409407  -2.698E-07  

111  77.56234  0.7303706  334.1116  2.734949  0.8464619  2.700925  2.700928  -3.11E-06  

 

 


